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What is this resource?
This set of slides is intended to be a resource for ACE sector providers, to assist you to use the
ACE sector outcomes model.

In particular, customising the ACE sector outcomes model to your organisation.
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What is the ACE Sector Outcomes Model?
See the big version in the next slide!

The ACE Sector Outcomes model shows, in a diagram, the
key outcomes the ACE Sector as a whole intends to
contribute too.

Confident and prosperous Whānau and communities
Treaty based societal
participation

Learners’ wellbeing is
enhanced

Social cohesion is strengthened as a result of learners’
positive participation in community and society

It incorporates key statements and priorities to achieve key
outcomes for the sector, as identified in key guiding

Learners
feel more
confident

Learners achieve
their learning
goals

Learners feel
hopeful
about their
future

The learning
aspirations of
Māori are
being met

Adult literacy and numeracy is raised

Foundation skills are raised

The ACE sector effectively
targets learners whose
initial learning was not
successful

ACE providers
are sustainable
and robust
organisations

The learning aspirations of
Pasifika and other diverse
learners are being met

Recognition of
Tangata Whenua
by ACE providers

ACE providers are
learning organisations
that evolve to meet the
changing environment

Meet
compliance
requirements

ACE providers
demonstrate they
make a positive
difference

Sharing information
and advocating for
ACE locally and
nationally

Relevant and importance of
ACE is better understood by
policy & decision-makers

Continuous learning and improvement (of
organisational capability and education
performance) via effective quality
assurance/ evaluative self-assessment

These include the Better Public Service goals, the Tertiary

Education Strategy, and TEC’s national priorities for ACE,

Learners

ACE providers

Funding

Effective /positive
Relationships with other
organisations/partners/
networks/ groups

the 'best' available staff
and support personnel

Fit for
purpose
resources/
venues

Administrative support

Supportive organisational/sector culture

KEY

4. ACE providers have adequate and appropriate
physical and learning resources

Better public service
Learner outcomes tool

The model was developed in 2015 and reviewed by the

sector via a series of professional development workshops.

Six areas (Quality Assurance
Arrangements)
TEC national priorities for ACE
ACE Aotearoa strategic plan
and key priorities
TES Priority 4

3. ACE providers recruit, manage and develop its
paid and unpaid personnel

Fit for
purpose
training
materials and
resources

Other inputs
that contribute
to information/
knowledge base
for the sector
(e.g., research)
Other guiding
documents
such as sector
strategies

Fit for purpose/effective governance
Foundation of legal and ethical practice

Foundation of legal and ethical practice
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INPUTS

and other important outcomes for the sector.

Community support

ACTIVITIES & OUTPUTS

Learners
complete
their course/
programme

documents.

Creating confident communities

Learners have skills and knowledge (ability) to participate in the community (society)
Learners are ready to
progress/pathway to
work or further
education

Learners skills and employment
prospects are improved

OUTCOMES

Enabling life through learning

Reduced welfare
dependence of learners

Learners' economic
life is enhanced

Treaty based societal
participation

Learners’ wellbeing is
enhanced

Social cohesion is strengthened as a result of learners’
positive participation in community and society
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3. ACE providers recruit, manage and develop its
paid and unpaid personnel

Fit for
purpose
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materials and
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Relevant and importance of
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policy & decision-makers

Continuous learning and improvement (of
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Other guiding
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4. ACE providers have adequate and appropriate
physical and learning resources

ACE providers
demonstrate they
make a positive
difference

Sharing information
and advocating for
ACE locally and
nationally

Supportive organisational/sector culture

KEY

Adult literacy and numeracy is raised

Foundation skills are raised

ACTIVITIES & OUTPUTS
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feel more
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prospects are improved
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ACE Sector
Outcomes
Model 2015

Confident and prosperous Whānau and communities

Fit for purpose/effective governance
Foundation of legal and ethical practice
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How is the model organised?
The fish soup
development
story
Derived from
Ricardo WilsonGrau

Impact
• Children are healthy adults
Outcome
• Children consider the soup delicious and eat fish soup
once a week for the rest of their lives

Parents influence

Output
• Children taste the most nourishing fish soup in the world

Activities
• Mother or father carefully prepare and cook all the
ingredients

Parents control

Inputs or resources
• Parent get together fish, fresh vegetables, water, barley,
spices, pot, source of heat
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How can I use the ACE Sector
Outcomes Model?
While the Sector Outcomes model was developed to
demonstrate the outcomes the sector as a whole hopes to
contribute too, it can also be used as a ‘template’ for individual
providers to:

What are we trying to
achieve?

• more clearly identify, understand, and then explain the
contribution you are making to the ‘bigger picture’
• start to tell your own organisation’s story more clearly to:
• yourselves

Are we heading in the right
direction and making a
difference?

• your stakeholders
• your learners

• support you to collect evidence more systematically,
especially of your outcomes
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So….
Confident and prosperous Whānau and communities
Treaty based societal
participation

Social cohesion is strengthened as a result of learners’
positive participation in community and society

Enabling life through learning

Learners
feel more
confident

Learners feel
hopeful
about their
future

The learning
Learners achieve
Provider one
aspirations of
their learning
Māori are
goals
being met

The ACE sector effectively
targets learners whose
initial learning was not
successful

ACE providers
are sustainable
and robust
organisations

The learning aspirations of
Pasifika and other diverse
learners are being met

Recognition of
Tangata Whenua
by ACE providers

Outcome

Outcome

You/your
organisation

Outcome

Indicator
Indicator

Outcome
Community support

ACE providers

Learners

Funding

Input

Outcome
the 'best' available staff

Effective /positive
Output
Output
and support personnel
Relationships with other
organisations/partners/
networks/ groups

Input

Fit for
purpose
resources/
venues

Administrative
support
Input

Supportive organisational/sector culture
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4. ACE providers have adequate and appropriate
physical and learning resources
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ACE providers are
learning organisations
that evolve to meet the
changing environment

Meet
compliance
requirements

ACE providers
demonstrate they
make a positive
difference

Sharing information
and advocating for
ACE locally and
nationally

Relevant and importance of
ACE is better understood by
policy & decision-makers

Continuous learning and improvement (of
organisational capability and education
performance) via effective quality
assurance/ evaluative self-assessment

The ACE Sector model helps to aligning results at
different levels by helping align contribution to
results at different levels; sector, and provider,
course/programme level and tell the ‘so what’
story – why are we doing all this? Because we
want to make a contribution to x,Other
y, inputs
and z.
that contribute
to information/
knowledge base
for the sector
(e.g., research)
Other guiding Slide
documents

INPUT

KEY

Adult literacy and numeracy is raised

Foundation skills are raised

ACTIVITIES & OUTPUTS

Learners
complete
their course/
programme

Learners skills and employment
prospects are improved

Creating confident communities

Learners have skills and knowledge (ability) to participate in the community (society)
Learners are ready to
progress/pathway to
work or further
education

Reduced welfare
dependence of learners

Learners' economic
life is enhanced

OUTCOMES

ACE sector
outcomes

Learners’ wellbeing is
enhanced
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…A systematic tool to get ‘line of sight’
Outcome

The ACE Sector model helps to aligning results at
different levels:

Outcome

Indicator

By helping align contribution to results at different
levels; sector, and provider, course/programme level
Outcomes /
impacts

Outcome

Outcome

Indicator

Outcome

Outcome

Outcome

Outcome

Indicator

Outcome

Indicator

Provider one

Provider two

Outputs

Outcome
Outcome

Outcome
Outcome

Outcome

Inputs

Indicator
Indicator

Input

ACE SECTOR
OUTCOMES

Outcome

Indicator
Indicator

Outcome

Outcome

Outcome

Outcome

Output

Output

Output

Output

Input

Input

Input

Input

Input

Context and need
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‘Personalising’ the Outcomes model to your
organisation/programme/course
While the Outcomes model captures the overall
picture of the ACE Sector, to make it ‘work’ in your
context you need to personalise (contextualise) it,
so it tells your particular story, within the ACE
sector.

The sector outcomes
model is your plain vanilla
cupcake…
…Now to ‘personalise!’

How do you do this? By making it relevant to you.

This means using your language, scaling it
appropriately, and reflecting the particular
outcomes that are important to you, your
learners, and your stakeholders.
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Details of how you can customise
Language –substitute generic descriptions for the words you use in
your context. It may be as simple as changing ‘tutor’ to ‘teacher’ or
‘learner’ to student. You the language that makes sense to you and
your organisation.
Scale to size – not all providers are the same, so no outcomes model
will be the same. A small provider will probably have a simpler
model. Add and remove ‘boxes’ as appropriate.
Capture your ‘local’ outcomes - Are their outcomes for your

community or stakeholders (that may not be ‘ACE’ outcomes) you
hope to make a contribution to? If you’re provision is making a
contribution to these then make sure you capture these on the
model.
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English Language Partners - a ‘real life’
example. English Language Partners
developed an outcomes model for their
organisation in early 2015. Their learners
are refugees and migrants with low levels
of English settling in New Zealand. They
want to be able to participate in and feel a
part of New Zealand and New Zealand
society.
When developing their outcomes model it
was important then, to make sure the
language reflected their refugee and
migrant context, which is reflects the
needs of their learners.
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What ‘personalisation’ can look like

The snapshot of a section of ELP’s
outcomes model illustrates how generic
statements about ACE learners have
been ‘translated’ into their particular
context.
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Next Steps/Where to next?
For more details and context see the ACE Sector Outcomes Model Report
www.aceaotearoa.org.nz/professional-development-professional-developmentworkshops/ace-quality-assurance
For further assistance or questions contact ACE Aotearoa, Professional Development
and Networks Manager, Analiese Robertson.
Email analiese.robertson@aceaotearoa.org.nz or call 04 473 6622.
Further support can also be provided by Evaluation Consult. Email

info@evaluationconsult.com ph 04 473 7691.
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